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Global construction and
engineering specialists
The Middle East & North Africa

Key facts and figures

CMS at a glance

> 800 partners
> 3,000 lawyers

59
33 53
countries

cities

offices

> 5,500 staff
EUR 924m turnover 2014

What CMS offers

Reach

Real expertise

Recognition

We have 59 offices around
the world including in the
UAE, Oman, Algeria, Turkey
and Morocco, providing an
extensive offering in MENA.

We operate in industry sectors.
This means we have real
international construction and
engineering expertise with
probably more legal specialists in
this field than any other legal
organisation.

CMS has an ‘impressive’, ‘very
strong’ construction team
underpinned by ‘excellent’
energy, infrastructure, disputes
and projects capabilities.
Legal 500

Global Arbitration Review 100 ranked CMS one of the top 30 international
arbitration law firms in the world on volume and value.
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Know-how
With over 26 years experience in the construction and
engineering industry, we are long-standing experts
and have the contacts to match. Our lawyers are best
placed to act quickly whether it be commercial,
procurement or dispute avoidance/resolution advice.

Commercial focus

Why are
CMS the
market
leaders?

Our approach is rooted in a deep knowledge of the
construction and engineering industry. This helps us
to get the right commercial result both speedily and
cost effectively.

Clients
Every one of our clients is important to us and
benefits from our reputation and connections within
the construction and engineering industry.

Local knowledge
We regularly advise governments on new legislation
and regulatory matters. This knowledge and expertise
means that we can assist you with unfamiliar markets
and countries.

A dedicated team
Our lawyers from different jurisdictions meet regularly
and share ideas and experiences. We can field the
right team for the job: our clients do not pay for a
learning curve.
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They have been very comprehensive and
flexible. We have been very pleased with
their approach with the issues.
Client feedback, Chambers and Partners 2015

They are very efficient and very professional, and
I’ve been very pleased with the support provided.
The team is very strong.
Client feedback, Chambers and Partners 2015
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Highlights of relevant experience in
MENA include advising:
Middle East
— In 16 separate arbitrations in relation to claims valued
in excess of US$50 million concerning a number of
power stations in Saudi Arabia. Acting in parallel
reinsurance disputes involving the reinsurers and
reinsurer’s brokers in the London Commercial Court.
— An international engineering contractor on a US$70
million dispute with a Turkish sub-contractor
concerning delay, variations and the termination of a
contract relating to a Middle East power plant project.
— A European international engineering company on
an EPC contract for a US$1.6 billion power plant in
Qatar and a suite of sub-contracts.
— An investment company in four LCIA arbitrations in
relation to some of the first oil concessions in
post-war Iraq valued in excess of US$150 million.
— An international contractor regarding claims and
contractual issues arising out of the Dubai Metro Project.
— A joint venture of European and Arab engineering
companies seeking payment of over US$130 million in
an ICC arbitration concerning a major project in Egypt.
— A Turkish contractor concerning claims for unpaid
monies for a port project in Pakistan.
— A Turkish contractor on contractual issues under a FIDIC
Silver Book regarding a new power plant in Turkey.
— In an international arbitration concerning contractual
issues with the main contractor regarding an LNG
project in Oman. Hearing in London before a
three-member tribunal.
— A company in relation to a dispute with the
government of Syria relating to government
consents for the building of gas production and
transmission facilities.
— An international engineering contractor on a US$100
million dispute concerning a major residential and
shopping development in Qatar, including mediation,
negotiation and ICC arbitration proceedings.
— A major multinational oil and gas company in
relation to a potential LCIA arbitration under an EPC
contract related to a super oilfield project in Iraq.
— In a dispute concerning a US$1.5 billion contract for
the construction of runways and other facilities at
the Al-Udeid airbase, Doha.
— One of the world’s leading stadium designers in
relation to preparing multiple forms of subconsultancy agreements in relation to Qatar 2022
World Cup project.

— One of the largest retail and hospitality groups
across the MENA region and India in relation to the
drafting of an EPC contract for a fully automated
warehouse and distribution facility in the UAE.
— In two UNCITRAL arbitrations, valued at
approximately US$2 billion, concerning multiple
contracts concluded with a North African state oil
company in relation to the exploitation of a
crude oil field.
— A motorsports operator based in Abu Dhabi in
relation to claims for allegedly defective track
construction, including contract review, warranty
and indemnity advice and case handling.
— A major construction company based in Abu Hail,
in the Sultanate of Oman in relation to its claim
against a European sub-contractor construction
company in respect of a major infrastructure
construction project for direct and indirect loss,
including damages for loss of reputation, loss of
revenue and loss of opportunity.
— A Dutch registered gas pipeline owner on disputes
arising under an EPC turnkey contract for the
delivery of two sub-sea gas pipelines between
Russia and Turkey.
— A Kuwaiti supplier on multi-million dollar contractual
claims regarding an ongoing project in Iraq involving
US court proceedings and an LCIA arbitration.
— An upstream gas production and processing
company in connection to a high-value dispute
relating to an offshore installation.
— A major energy company on issues of enforcement
of arbitral awards in the UAE in relation to potential
decommissioning liabilities of its interest in a North
Sea Gas Field.
— Advising energy companies based in Abu Dhabi on
potential force majeure claims under LNG sale and
purchase agreements resulting from problems at an
LNG liquefaction plant.
— An Omani based internal fit-out and high-end
construction company, in relation to its court
appointed arbitral proceedings for the resolution of
an OMR 250,0000 contractual dispute against an
international hotel and commercial fit-out company.
— One of the world’s largest oil and gas companies in
relation to a DIAC arbitration and Iraqi court
proceedings relating to the construction of facilities
under an EPC contract.
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— A subsidiary of a NOC in relation to contract
amendments and settlements of disputes under
multi-billion dollar EPC contracts.
— A JV member of a bidder for a $10 billion package
on the Riyadh Metro project on contractual
amendments and risk allocation issues.
— A master developer in an infrastructure dispute
subject to ADCCAC arbitration (approximately AED
370 million in claims).
— The successful bidder on an AED 1 billion project in
the UAE on risk allocation issues and contract
amendments.
— A KSA employer in relation to a SAR 100 million+
contractual dispute subject to KSA court
administered arbitration in Riyadh.
— A contractor in relation to a multi-billion dollar EPC
pipeline construction project and in relation to US
500+ million of claims subject to ICC arbitration.
— An Italian contractor in an ICC arbitration under
Swiss law in relation to an oil and gas project in KSA
(over US $70 million claimed).
— A supplier in a water pipeline construction dispute
in Qatar.
— A contractor in relation to disputes in relation to
suspension of a project under Omani law.
— On contract risk reviews in relation to construction
and infrastructure projects and property
developments.
— An Abu Dhabi based asset management and
development company in relation to its proposed
design, construction, operation and management of
a luxury, high-end recreational leisure venue at Yas
Island in Abu Dhabi.
— A major recreational leisure promoter in relation to
its ongoing hospitality arrangements with the Yas
Viceroy Hotel, Yas Island Rotana Abu Dhabi and
Crowne Plaza Abu Dhabi.
— A governmental authority in relation to its
acquisition of real estate, recreational and hospitality
assets on Yas Island, including the Yas Marina, Yas
Marina Circuit, Yas Waterworld and Ferrari World
Theme Park.
— An Oman based internal fit-out and construction
company, in relation to its court appointed arbitral
proceedings for the resolution of a OMR 250,0000
dispute against an international hotel and
commercial fit-out company.
— An oil major in an LCIA arbitration where over
US$300m is claimed arising out of an oil drilling
contract in Iraq.
— A major construction and development company in
Oman in relation to its tender submissions for a
major infrastructure project in Oman, including a
detailed review of all tender documentation,
guidance on appropriate SPVs, document drafting,
negotiation and settlement.
— A major Qatar based LNG company in negotiating a
number of EPC and EPCM contracts for various
major items of plant.

— An Oman based oil exploration and production
company in relation to a number of engineering
construction disputes with the operator’s
EPC contractors.

North Africa
— International contractors on two contracts suspended
in relation to works in Libya and arbitral proceedings.
— An international contractor on claims and
counterclaims arising out of a new cement plant
project in Nigeria. The disputes involved several
parties and issues of delay, disruption, major
variations and defects, as well as issues relating to
performance bonds and guarantees.
— A German contractor on claims from a British
subcontractor for delay and disruption in the
construction pipeline in Algeria. Resolved after
various stages of ICC arbitration.
— On an ICC arbitration concerning delayed works and
defective runways at two airports in an East African state.
— A multinational engineering company in relation to a
dispute worth over US$65 million over the
construction of a power station in North West Africa.
— International contractors on five projects in Libya,
including on large claims against Libyan state entities
for suspension costs and compensation for damaged
and stolen work/materials/equipment.
— A company in an arbitration concerning a dispute
under a contract in North Africa worth approximately
US$250 million.
— On claims for delay and disruption in the
construction of a pipeline in Algeria.
— An oilfield services company on a dispute with a
Moroccan oil company before the Commercial Court
of Rabat, Morocco.
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Contacts
Adrian Bell
Partner
T +44 (0)20 7367 3558
E adrian.bell@cms-cmck.com

Distils complexity into simplicity.
Legal 500, 2015

Adrian is a disputes partner and is a qualified solicitor advocate. He joined CMS in February 2002. He advises on
dispute avoidance and all types of dispute resolution procedures in the construction, energy and infrastructure sectors.
He specialises in substantial and multi-jurisdictional claims, both in the UK and internationally particularly in the MENA
region where he regularly advises on complex contractual issues and has worked on several large arbitrations.

Jeremie Witt
Legal Director
T +971 (0) 4734 2808
E jeremie.witt@cms-cmck.com
Jeremie heads our construction team in Dubai and has been based in the MENA region for over 4 years. Jeremie
advises on contentious and non-contentious matters with a focus on construction, energy and infrastructure. He has
extensive experience with major standard forms of contract and also regularly advises on all types of dispute resolution,
specialising in international arbitration. Jeremie is qualified in Australia, England & Wales and also has the right to
appear in the DIFC Courts.

Ben Ewing
Partner
T +968 (0) 2439 9905
E ben.ewing@cms-cmck.com
Ben heads up our office in Oman and has been based within the Middle East for over 7 years, working throughout
various jurisdictions of the GCC and wider MENA region, including the UAE and Lebanon. Before joining CMS Ben
qualified as a barrister-at-law and has extensive experience of advising on construction and infrastructure projects as
well as dispute resolution in the Middle East.

Hiba Mahmud
Associate
T +971 (0) 4374 2811
E hiba.mahmud@cms-cmck.com
Hiba is an English and New York State qualified lawyer in our Dubai office. She has extensive experience of international
arbitration in the Middle East as well as advising on Middle Eastern law and is fluent in Arabic.
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The performance is always of a high standard and
I get value for money.
Client feedback, Chambers and Partners 2015
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Geographical spread of expertise
With over 25 years of building a top tier legal practice in the
construction and engineering industry, we have built an extensive
network of local contacts.
The map shows those jurisdictions highlighted in blue in
which CMS has over recent years advised on major projects,
transactions and other matters relating to the construction
and engineering industry.
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Your free online legal information service.

Your expert legal publications online.

A subscription service for legal articles
on a variety of topics delivered by email.
www.cms-lawnow.com

In-depth international legal research
and insights that can be personalised.
eguides.cmslegal.com

CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
Cannon Place
78 Cannon Street
London EC4N 6AF

CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
(DMCC Branch) 32nd Floor, Platinum Tower,
Cluster 1, Jumeirah Lake Towers,
PO Box 336750, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

CMS Cameron McKenna LLP
Tilal Complex, Muscat Grand Mall,
3rd Floor, Building No.5,
PO Box 41, 136 Muscat, Oman

T +44 (0)20 7367 3000
F +44 (0)20 7367 2000

T +971 (0)4 374 2800
F +971 (0)4 374 2803

T +968 2439 9900
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